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Objectives
 Fire PRA credits fire detection and suppression features
when appropriate
 The objective of this presentation is to briefly describe
typical detection and suppression features that are
credited
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Fire Detection
 Typical fire detection features credited in the Fire PRA
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Prompt detection (by plant personnel)
Smoke detectors
Heat detectors
Flame/flash detectors
Incipient detection systems
Delayed detection

Prompt Detection
Prompt detection applies when a fire occurs in the
presence of workers (often due to worker activities)
 Continuous fire watch
 Hot-work or other activity-specific fire watch
 Continuously manned rooms, e.g., the control room
Also applies to explosions
 Hydrogen releases leading to explosion
 High energy arc fault fires
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Smoke Detectors
 Spot type smoke detectors are the most
common type of fixed fire detection
– Ionization detection
– Optical density detection

 Generally, smoke particles must move
into the devices detection chamber for
the device to actuate
– Response is driven by convective flow of
fire products to the device

 Devices need power
– For NPP, generally have line power plus
backup battery
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Heat Detectors
 Heat detectors can be used in much the
same way smoke detectors are used

Ceiling-mounted detector

– Localized heat detectors
– May be used in areas where smoke detector
not appropriate or simply overly sensitive

 Other examples of heat detectors:
– Sprinkler heads – a melting link releases the
flow of fire suppression water
– Linear heat detectors – twisted wire pairs
where insulation melts easily causing a short
circuit and detection signal
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Locally-mounted detectors

Heat Detectors (cont.)
 Two broad types of spot heat detectors:
– Temperature set-point – activates when temperature reaches set point
– Rate of rise – activates when the temperature is seen to increase at a rate
(degree per second) greater than set point

 Visually very similar, hard to tell apart by visual observation
(have to ask)
 Heat detectors (including sprinkler heads) are generally characterized by
a response time index (RTI) and an activation value (temperature or rate
of rise)
– RTI: a parameter describing how fast the device responds to the surrounding
gas temperature
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Flame detectors
 Not very common in NPP applications
 Generally associated with a very
specific fire hazard:
– A particular fire source in a location
where rapid detection is desired

 Devices are typically characterized by
the wavelength of light they are
sensitive to and the threshold
sensitivity value
– Can operate at very specific wave
length or over a very broad spectrum
– Very fast acting given a sufficient input
signal (they work at the speed of
light…)
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Incipient Detection
 Relatively new concept in fire detection
 Most common examples are based on air
sampling systems
– Condensation particular detectors
– Laser scattering particulate detectors

 Designed to detect trace pyrolysis products
during incipient stage of a fire (i.e., before
actual flames appear)
 Typically used where conventional fire
detectors can’t provide sufficiently rapid
response.
 The objective is to allow time for plant
personnel to prevent potential fire impacts
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Delayed Detection
 Eventually any actual fire of the type we postulate will be detected
– If there is no fixed detection system present or fixed detection fails to
function then we credit delayed detection

 Roving fire watch
 General plant personnel (including roving security personnel)
 Control room indication
– The control room receives a process alarm and dispatches an operator
to inspect the situation.
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Fire Suppression
 Fire can be suppressed by:
– Cooling the burning fuel and
adjacent items
 e.g.: water spray
– Removing/displacing oxygen
 e.g.: CO2
– Separating burning surface
from impinging heat flux from
the flame
 e.g.: AFFF (Foam)
– Interfering with the chemical
oxidation process
 e.g.: Halon, dry chemical
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Break the fire triangle!

Fire Suppression vs. Control
 Fire suppression
– “Control and extinguishing of fires” [Reg. Guide 1.189]

 Fire control
– A controlled condition where the spread of the fire and its effects is contained.

 The primary objective is to estimate the time to fire control
– In the context of a fire PRA it is assumed that achieving fire control will lead to targetset damage slow down significantly so that no further damage is realized.
– In most cases time to control and extinguishing are virtually the same. However, in
very few reported cases controlled fires were allowed to burnout.
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Fire Suppression
 We can and will credit multiple means of fire suppression as available in
a given situation:
– Prompt suppression (fire watch)
– Water based fixed systems:
 Automatic sprinklers
 Dry-Pipe/Pre-action sprinklers
 Deluge systems
– Gaseous suppression systems (automatic or manual activation)
 CO2
 Halon
– Manual suppression:
 Fire brigade
 General plant personnel (hand-held extinguishers)
 Manual activation of fixed suppression systems
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Prompt Suppression
 Applies to hot-work fire watch in particular but…
– …already factored into fire frequency
– hot work fires suppressed promptly by a posted fire watch are not counted in
fire frequency calculations

 Applies to continuous fire watch if they are trained and instructed
to suppress fires (e.g., rather than to simply report fires)
 For more general suppression by plant personnel quick response
to fires is factored into manual suppression timing curves (to be
discussed later)
– e.g., MCR operators are generally trained in the use of portable extinguishers
so MCR fire suppression curve is very aggressive…
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Wet Pipe Fire Sprinklers
 Most common of the water-based systems
 Fusible links at each discharge nozzle
 Water readily available (pipe is charged)
 May see full room coverage, localized zone
coverage, directed water spray in trays, …
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Dry-Pipe/Pre-Action Sprinklers
 Similar to wet-pipe sprinkler but feed pipes are maintained dry
– There is an upstream shutoff valve that keeps the water away from sprinkler heads

 Either a fire detection system or manual actions open the shutoff
valve filling and pressurizing the feed pipes
– Turns the system into a wet system

 Fusible links at sprinkler heads still need to open from exposure to
heat from the fire before water spray starts
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Deluge System
 Similar to dry pipe sprinkler but all discharge nozzles are open (no
fusible link)
– Feed pipes are dry beyond a shut-off valve

 A fire detection signal or manual action opens the main shutoff valve
 All nozzles discharge water at the same time upon opening of the shutoff
valve
 Generally used for protecting high fire hazard sources
– Spray is often directed towards a specific hazard with potential for large fires
– e.g. a big oil tank or oil-filled transformer

 Generally involves very high water volumes since all heads are open
– Sprinkler heads will open more selectively depending on fire location and intensity
– Deluge systems spray all heads at once
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Carbon Dioxide
 CO2 gas is used as a fire suppressant - displaces oxygen from the fire
 Life safety considerations – displaces oxygen for humans as well as
the fire so it will kill
– Look for warning signs on the doors
– If you are in a room with CO2 suppression and the alarm goes off, get out

 System types:

– Automatic room flooding CO2 - generally released after heat or flame detection, a
life safety alarm and delay time for evacuation of area
– Manual room flooding CO2 – requires an operator or fire brigade personnel to
activate the system manually – still has time delay for personnel safety
– May also see CO2-based manual hose stations

 Room flooding systems must maintain proper suppression agent
concentration for a soak time of several minutes
– Typical room flooding goal is 60% by volume CO2
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Halon
 Halon interferes with the chemical oxidation process
 No life safety issues – does not displace oxygen, safe for use in
occupied space
 System types:
– Automatic room flooding – suppression agent is generally released after smoke or
heat detection and a life safety alarm and delay time
– Manual room flooding – requires an operator or fire brigade personnel to activate
the system after smoke detection
– Also used in hand-held extinguishers, but becoming more and more rare

 Must maintain proper suppression agent concentration for a soak time
(typically 15 minutes)
 Halon is not being manufactured any more and existing systems are
being phased out because of environmental considerations
– Fluorocarbon based product banned by the Montreal protocol on ozone depleting
substances
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Manual Fire Suppression
 Credited in most fire scenarios
 Includes both general plant personnel and the fire brigade
– Typical plants maintain a professional brigade of operators and other plant
personnel trained in advanced fire fighting techniques
– Some general plant personnel will likely have basic fire extinguisher training

 Manual fire suppression is triggered by fire detection event
– Approach assumes that fire suppression efforts begin as soon as a fire is detected,
but likelihood of fire suppression is based on time

 Typically begins with use portable extinguishers provided fire is not
too big
– This is not always successful and may take several attempts before fire is
suppressed

 Fire brigade will use water (fire hoses) if needed, but we assume
general plant personnel will not use a fire hose
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Passive Fire Protection
 Passive fire protection
refers to fixed features put
in place for reducing or
preventing fire
propagation.
 Such features include
coatings, cable tray
barriers, fire stops, selfclosing dampers,
penetration seals, selfclosing doors, and firerated walls.
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